Technical Synopsis
Introduction

This document provides a synopsis of the procedures followed in the design and development of an assessment and development platform called CapsimInbox©. The synopsis describes the conceptual approach, development procedures, and select product versions associated with this platform.

Overview of CapsimInbox

CapsimInbox is a simulation-based behavioral assessment that is primarily designed for developmental purposes. The development of CapsimInbox followed conventional test construction procedures, which began with reviewing the published behavioral science literature for the types of skills commonly measured during assessment centers, as well as the practitioner literature regarding highly desirable, but underdeveloped, workplace skills.

CapsimInbox is modeled after a managerial in-basket exercise that is typical to assessment centers. Assessment centers have been widely used in industry settings for selection, promotion, and development. Substantial research has supported their validity and utility. For example, assessment centers have been shown to be among the best predictors of managerial potential and job performance. Within an academic environment, assessment center results have been linked to early career salary growth and promotions, as well as intrinsic career success. Overall, assessment center exercises like the in-basket represent the state of the art in assessing key non-technical or “soft” skills relevant to the workplace. This unique value derives from the rare external assessment that is provided. Unlike most instruments that are often used to measure interpersonal competencies and only take the form of subjective “self-ratings” (e.g., MBTI, DISC, Strengths Finder), CapsimInbox provides objective measurement of interpersonal and decision-making skills. This allows for external feedback that is critical for personal development.

In general, an in-basket (or “inbox”) approach places participants in a simulated role in which they must respond to variety of situations, problems, and information related to effective management of oneself and others in the workplace. In CapsimInbox, these situations, problems, and information are presented within an online interface that simulates a typical communication platform, complete with emails, instant messages, and shared files.

CapsimInbox is comprised of two basic components. The first component is the objective skill assessment. The second component is a self-directed tool that follows this assessment experience in order to provide developmental feedback, evidence-based tactics for improvement, and an individual development plan (IDP) builder.

CapsimInbox is a platform-based application and thus multiple versions of the tool can be developed, with each assessing different skill sets and competencies. The current synopsis describes the development and validation of the three specific versions of CapsimInbox, which are briefly described in the table below.
Overall Assessment Design Philosophy

An evidence-based approach was taken to develop CapsimInbox that entailed conventional test construction and validation procedures, as well as deriving focal content from the relevant academic literature (e.g., essential workplace skills). As previously noted, CapsimInbox is modeled after a managerial in-basket exercise. When participants move through the CapsimInbox assessment, they must choose what they believe are the best responses to the various scenarios that are presented. The primary function of these assessment “stimuli” is to directly elicit responses that indicate a participant’s level of proficiency on the focal skills. The stimuli are therefore designed to ensure both generalizability and measurement precision. This means that the situations, problems, and information included in the stimuli are applicable across a wide range of jobs, careers, and organizations, yet are precise enough to elicit distinct skill proficiencies. For a participant, this also means that knowing the “correct answer” to a given stimulus (e.g., email) after CapsimInbox is completed is less important for development than the proficiency level the stimulus reveals. That is, how to “solve” each stimulus is not the point of the assessment; rather the goal is to provide participants’ an overall snapshot of their current skill levels.

CapsimInbox presents participants with four general kinds of stimuli:

1. “Just Read (FYI)” stimuli do not require a response and are intended to provide information that may or may not be relevant to other emails, messages, or files
2. “Read and Choose” stimuli are “self-contained” in that all of the information needed to choose among response options is contained within the email or message itself
3. “Research and Choose” stimuli require searching for a particular piece of information beyond the focal stimulus of the email or message to effectively choose among response options
4. “Synthesize and Choose” stimuli require searching for multiple pieces of information beyond the focal stimulus, or combining another piece of information with something in the stimulus, in order to effectively choose among response options

To reiterate, participants can only choose one response option they view as most appropriate or effective for addressing a given situation or problem. Most stimuli award points for a single response option (i.e., one correct answer). Others award points for more than one response option (i.e., two correct answers) such that participants earn points for choosing either of the appropriate options. Finally, there are some stimuli that present response options that detract points (i.e., negative answers). These are linked to responses that go beyond a simple lack of skill to instead indicate negative or deleterious behavior (e.g., engaging in a personal attack on a coworker, overlooking a policy violation, etc.).
An Illustrative Example

Below is an illustrative example of an assessment stimulus from CapsimInbox. This example is in the form of an email to the participant (Sandy) from an employee (Ted) that she knows well but works in a different department. This is an example of the “read and choose” type of stimulus discussed above.

**Ted Merblestein**
Financial Analyst

To: Sandy Shelton  
CC:  
BCC:  
From: Ted Merblestein  
Sales Training Approval  
2:15 PM

Dear Sandy,
I’m writing to ask if you’d approve my request to attend a company sponsored sales training program. I realize this might be catching you off-guard, but although I’m currently working in Finance, I’m planning on transitioning to sales with the company or elsewhere. Our policy states that I just need a manager to approve. You’ve always been very kind to me and you know what a hard worker I am, so I’m hoping you won’t mind approving this great development opportunity for me. I’d prefer my boss doesn’t find out yet as it might tip him off that I’m looking to leave, so please keep this confidential.

Thanks in advance,
Ted

Ted Merblestein
Financial Analyst

The possible response options follow the email’s body text (at the end of the email) and are shown below.

**Response Options**

- Reply to Ted letting him know that you are happy to approve his request for the company training.
- Reply to Ted letting him know that you are delighted that he is seeking this training and to write a short letter of support to the training manager.
- Reply to Ted via email and let him know that you feel uncomfortable with the request unless he first tells his manager.
- Forward to your administrative assistant and ask him to send an approval on your behalf.
- Reply to Ted to set up a time to meet with him explore and why he feels the need to go around his manager before you commit to approving the training.

This particular email is designed to elicit choice behavior that depicts a participant’s problem solving skills. While many of the response options appear completely reasonable, the best choice in this particular situation is option “e.” The reason this response is optimal is because it exemplifies the essential first step in any problem-solving context – ensuring that one has an adequate understanding of the situation by collecting pertinent information. The other responses fail to take this critical step in effective problem solving but instead rush to the solution stage (i.e., simply deciding to agree or disagree with the request).
Procedures for Assessment Development

Four PhD-level industrial-organizational psychologists, also university business school faculty, were a part of the CapsimInbox development process. All four subject matter experts are tenured faculty at their respective institutions and have previous experience in test development.

The first step in developing each version of CapsimInbox was to identify the targeted set of skills. Conventional criterion development procedures were followed to specify the domain of interest and identify more specific skills. This began by searching and reviewing the major theoretical and empirical studies pertaining to the focal domain (e.g., ethical decision making) from both academic sources (e.g., journal articles, dissertations, etc.) and non-academic sources (e.g., institutional research summaries, technical reports, etc.).

For the General Management and People Management versions of CapsimInbox, emphasis in this first step was on identifying a parsimonious set of key skills that research has suggested to be relevant but rare in the broader workforce. After a thorough review of the literature, five skills were consistently identified across numerous sources. These are defined below.

- Organizing – Planning and prioritizing work through the effective scheduling of people and tasks, as well as managing personal effectiveness through time management and delegation.
- Leading – Influencing others toward the achievement of goals by directing and empowering people to accomplish tasks while remaining sensitive to their professional needs.
- Problem Solving – Exhibiting sound judgment by developing an accurate understanding of situations, collecting useful information, and completing precise analysis of data in order to make effective decisions.
- Communicating – Presenting information to others in order to maximize understanding by defining the appropriate target audience, identifying core ideas, selecting the most important communication medium, and developing supportive arguments.
- Initiating – Proactively influencing events without others’ direction in order to accomplish a goal or task, or to make a decision.
Recognizing issues – Perceiving, detecting, and defining the hallmarks of an ethical dilemma or problem.

Investigating facts – Gathering, exploring, and examining all relevant facts and information about a problem.

Identifying stakeholders – Identifying the primary individuals or groups likely to be affected by a decision as well as determining the central obligations to each.

Generating solutions – Expanding the solution set to include several decision alternatives, including the use of effective decision-making techniques to promote the quantity of ethical alternatives.

Evaluating consequences – Examining the likely outcomes of alternatives against ethical criteria such as equity, equality, or need, as well as the feasibility and risk of each alternative.

Creating the Assessment Stimuli

The general approach to creating assessment stimuli across the three versions of CapsimInbox was similar to how situational judgment tests (SJTs) are commonly designed. Briefly, SJTs present a respondent with descriptions of work situations and multiple responses to each situation. In the case of CapsimInbox, these descriptions and situations are in the form of emails, instant messages, stored files, and/or other media (e.g., video). The respondent is instructed to endorse one choice only. SJTs are different than traditional multiple-choice tests. Unlike standardized multiple-choice tests, SJTs do not emphasize assessment of declarative knowledge (i.e., knowing about something). Instead, SJTs measure procedural knowledge, which reflects knowing how to do something. Research evidence has supported a strong relationship between SJTs and performance in a given role, primarily because procedural knowledge is a direct precursor to actual behavior and therefore scores from SJTs are valid indicators of people’s levels of skill proficiency.

Conventional SJT creation procedures were applied to develop CapsimInbox stimuli. These procedures entailed four general steps:

1. Generate multiple clusters of situations that align with the targeted skills chosen for the focal version of CapsimInbox.

2. Review situations for redundancy, consistency in length and complexity, and representativeness of each category.

3. Develop response options to each situation.

4. Revise initial stimuli based upon review from subject matter experts (SMEs), who assessed the stimuli for clarity and representativeness.

One concern with SJTs is the degree to which they may be susceptible to faking. Research suggests that although some small amount of faking is likely to occur with such items, response instructions and scoring formats are likely to substantially reduce the consequences of faking. Since “knowing” proceeds “doing,” what matters most is that the respondent recognizes that given choice option represents the preferred response (action), not whether he or she could ultimately engage in the action in reality.
Content-related Validity

Content-related validity pertains to whether inferences drawn from an assessment are representative of the intended domain that is purportedly assessed by the device. Evidence of content-related validity supports conclusions that an assessment adequately reflects the key conceptual aspects of what it claims to measure. Ensuring favorable content-related validity of CapsimInbox began first with directly deriving the targeted skills for assessment from the academic and practitioner literatures; that is, relying on existing empirical scholarship to identify the focal content of each version of CapsimInbox as described in the previous section.

Additional evidence for the content-related validity of CapsimInbox came from SME reviews conducted by at least three of the four PhD-level industrial-organizational psychologists with experience in psychological testing and skill development noted earlier. The SME review process followed four general steps for each of the three versions of CapsimInbox.

1. SMEs reviewed descriptions of the focal CapsimInbox narrative and assessment domain, as well as information about the general participant experience
2. SMEs rated each stimulus (emails, instant messages, etc.) for its relevance to the focal skill (0 = not relevant, 1 = relevant, 2 = highly relevant)
3. SMEs rated each response option for each stimulus for its decision quality (-1 = inappropriate response, 0 = poor response, 1 = good response, 2 = excellent response); these ratings were also used to facilitate scoring
4. SMEs were asked to provide additional feedback and/or suggestions

Below are the results for the SME review for each CapsimInbox. Taken collectively, these results provide strong evidence for the content-related validity of CapsimInbox.

**CapsimInbox – General Management:**

99% of the stimuli items received skill relevance ratings of “1s” and “2s” (93% absolute interrater agreement). A single stimulus received a “0” rating by one of the SMEs. The average skill relevance rating across all stimuli was 1.80.

**CapsimInbox – People Management:**

100% of the stimuli items received skill relevance ratings of “1s” and “2s” (97% absolute interrater agreement). The average skill relevance rating across all stimuli was 1.72.

**CapsimInbox – Ethical Decision Making:**

97% of the stimuli items received skill relevance ratings of “1s” and “2s” (96% absolute interrater agreement). A single stimulus received a “0” rating by one of the SMEs. The average skill relevance rating across all stimuli was 1.66.
Reliability

Test-retest reliability correlations were .86, .88, and .93 for General Management (N = 61), People Management (N = 76), and Ethical Decision Making (N = 53) versions of CapsimInbox, respectively. The average time between administrations was 4.1 weeks.

Criterion-related Validity

Criterion-related validity pertains to whether scores from an assessment are associated with important outcomes. Evidence of criterion-related validity supports conclusions that an assessment predicts meaningful outcomes for individuals, teams, or organizations.

Data from the General Management and People Management versions of CapsimInbox were combined to ensure a larger sample size for analysis (each version measures the same five skills). Supplemental analysis did not show a significant difference in outcome correlations between the two versions, supporting cumulation of the data. Both overall CapsimInbox scores and more specific skill scores were examined for their associations with supervisory ratings of overall job performance and ratings of particular dimensions of job performance (i.e., organization, leadership, and communication effectiveness). Below are the results from this analysis (N = 398 job incumbents, average age = 35.2, average work experience = 12.6 years).

CapsimInbox overall scores were positively correlated with supervisory ratings of overall job performance effectiveness (r = .43, p < .01). By way of comparison, a meta-analysis of assessment center studies found the average correlation between assessment center scores and job performance to be .37 (Gaugler et al. 1987).

CapsimInbox scores for all five specific skills were positively correlated with supervisory ratings of overall job performance effectiveness (average r = .28, min r = .16, max r = .34, all p < .05). A meta-analysis of specific skills measured by an assessment center showed similar criterion-related validity coefficients ranging from .25 to .39.

CapsimInbox skill scores showed higher correlations with parallel performance dimension ratings by supervisors (average r = .30, p < .01) compared to non-parallel performance dimensions (r = .12, p < .05).

Overall, these results described above provide supportive evidence for the criterion-related validity of CapsimInbox.

For the Ethical Decision Making version of CapsimInbox, criterion-related validity was examined in a sample of 156 individuals enrolled in a graduate-level business program. Scores from CapsimInbox – Ethical Decision Making were investigated for their association with performance on a 10-item quiz that assessed knowledge of ethical theories, principles, and decision-making models relevant to business situations. The correlation between overall performance in CapsimInbox and the ethics quiz was .66 (p < .01). This finding provides supportive evidence for the criterion-related validity of this version of CapsimInbox.

Finally, relative weights analysis was conducted to examine the how each skill contributed to overall performance in CapsimInbox. For the General Management and People Management versions, skills accounted for comparable percentages of variance in the overall score: 17% for organizing; 18% for leading; 23% for problem solving; 17% for communicating; and 25% for initiating (model R2 = .88). Similar results were found for the Ethical Decision Making version, where skills accounted for comparable percentages of variance in the overall score: 20% for recognizing issues; 20% for investigating facts; 19% for identifying stakeholders; 23% for generating solutions; and, 18% for evaluating consequences (model R2 = .94). Taken collectively, these results indicate that each assessed skill contributes to overall assessment performance in an adequately balanced manner across CapsimInbox versions.
Summary

CapsimInbox is an evidence-based assessment tool and, as such, its design foundation was derived from the research literature on workplace skills and professional development, as well as assessment centers, situational judgment tests, and skill assessment. This is an important and distinguishing characteristic of CapsimInbox, not only because it ensures an empirically grounded approach to assessment, but also moves beyond popular assessment approaches that rely solely on self-ratings at the expense of delivering objective feedback for development.

The evidence-based approach to developing CapsimInbox also necessitated validity examinations to ensure the assessment measured what it was intended to measure and that scores were related to meaningful outcomes. The evidence presented in this technical synopsis provides strong empirical support for quality and utility of CapsimInbox-General Management, CapsimInbox-People Management, and CapsimInbox-Ethical Decision Making.
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